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Abstract Careful site characterization is critical for suc-

cessful geologic storage of carbon dioxide (CO2) because

of the many physical and chemical processes impacting

CO2 movement and containment under field conditions.

Traditional site characterization techniques such as geo-

logical mapping, geophysical imaging, well logging, core

analyses, and hydraulic well testing provide the basis for

judging whether or not a site is suitable for CO2 storage.

However, only through the injection and monitoring of

CO2 itself can the coupling between buoyancy flow, geo-

logic heterogeneity, and history-dependent multi-phase

flow effects be observed and quantified. CO2 injection and

monitoring can therefore provide a valuable addition to the

site-characterization process. Additionally, careful moni-

toring and verification of CO2 plume development during

the early stages of commercial operation should be per-

formed to assess storage potential and demonstrate per-

manence. The Frio brine pilot, a research project located in

Dayton, Texas (USA) is used as a case study to illustrate

the concept of an iterative sequence in which traditional

site characterization is used to prepare for CO2 injection

and then CO2 injection itself is used to further site-char-

acterization efforts, constrain geologic storage potential,

and validate understanding of geochemical and hydrolog-

ical processes. At the Frio brine pilot, in addition to tra-

ditional site-characterization techniques, CO2 movement in

the subsurface is monitored by sampling fluid at an

observation well, running CO2-saturation-sensitive well

logs periodically in both injection and observation wells,

imaging with crosswell seismic in the plane between the

injection and observation wells, and obtaining vertical

seismic profiles to monitor the CO2 plume as it migrates

beyond the immediate vicinity of the wells. Numerical

modeling plays a central role in integrating geological,

geophysical, and hydrological field observations.

Keywords Geologic carbon dioxide storage �
Site characterization � Multi-phase flow �
Numerical modeling � Frio Formation

Introduction

Successful geologic storage of CO2 requires thorough site

characterization, especially for storage in saline formations

that have not previously been considered an economic re-

source. It is important to understand the processes and

mechanisms by which CO2 is transported, in light of its low

density and viscosity compared to brine, and the diverse

geochemical processes that can occur. Traditional site

characterization techniques, such as geological mapping,

geophysical imaging, well logging, core analyses, and

hydraulic well testing form the foundation for assessing

site suitability. However, the injection and monitoring of

CO2 itself provides a wealth of additional information,

illustrating the coupling between buoyancy flow, geologic

heterogeneity, and history-dependent multi-phase flow ef-

fects, factors which may ultimately determine the viability

of a potential storage site.

We therefore recommend that after traditional site char-

acterization activities (e.g., geologic, geophysical, and

hydraulic testing) have been used to assess site suitability for

subsurface storage of CO2, reservoir models be reassessed
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and updated using data collected during initial CO2 injec-

tion. This initial injection of CO2 can either be considered

part of the site-characterization process, or may be the initial

phase of commercial utilization of the storage reservoir.

Uncertainty in the estimates for ultimate storage efficiency

and plume spread can be reduced through the use of the

multi-phase transport and geochemical data obtained. Be-

cause of the complexities associated with multi-phase,

multi-component flow, we also recommend that a reservoir

model be developed to simulate the principle storage pro-

cesses in conjunction with site characterization, to facilitate

integrating disparate field observations and synthesizing

understanding of subsurface processes.

The procedure of adapting a model as new information

is acquired is very common in the petroleum and geo-

thermal industries and is generally called history matching.

Ongoing model development in conjunction with moni-

toring is also part of the procedure specified by the Inter-

governmental Panel on Climate Change for estimating

emissions from CO2 storage sites (IPCC 2005), This paper

describes the use of the Frio brine pilot, a research project

involving a small-scale CO2 injection test conducted at the

South Liberty field, in Dayton, Texas (USA), as a case

study to illustrate the concept of an iterative sequence in

which traditional site characterization is used to prepare for

CO2 injection and then CO2 injection itself is used to

further site-characterization efforts, constrain geologic

storage potential, and validate our understanding of geo-

chemical and hydrological processes.

The paper is organized as follows. First, the subsurface

flow and transport processes relevant for geologic storage

of CO2 are reviewed, and recommended site-characteriza-

tion activities for each process are presented. Next, the Frio

brine pilot is described, with particular emphasis on inte-

grating data obtained using traditional site-characterization

methods with the additional information collected during

the CO2 injection and monitoring. Finally, the broader

applicability of the key findings from the Frio brine pilot is

discussed, followed by concluding remarks.

Subsurface flow and transport processes

in geologic storage and recommended

site-characterization activities

Fundamentally, site characterization must shed light on two

features of the subsurface: its capacity to accept a large

quantity of CO2, thus demonstrating the economic feasi-

bility of the project, and its ability to effectively store the

CO2 for a long time. There are three basic requirements for

good storage capacity. The first requirement is adequate

connected porosity, which can be assessed from well logs,

core analyses, and hydraulic tests. Multi-well tracer testing

can also be used to infer connected porosity, but it is

expensive and is not typically employed as a site-charac-

terization technique. The second requirement is that the

density of the CO2 be large enough to make storage eco-

nomical. Density increases greatly as CO2 makes a tran-

sition from gaseous to supercritical conditions when

pressure and temperature exceed 73.8 bars and 31�C,

respectively. Thus, knowledge of downhole pressure and

temperature are needed. The third requirement is that for-

mation injectivity be large enough for the CO2 to be in-

jected without large pressure increases, which would

necessitate the drilling of multiple injectors, increasing

costs, and could risk compromising the integrity of sealing

layers. Good injectivity requires adequate permeability,

which can be assessed by well logs, core analyses, and

single-well and interference hydraulic tests. A more ad-

vanced capacity question is how efficiently CO2 fills up the

pore space within the storage formation. To answer this

question requires a detailed knowledge of the physical and

chemical behavior of the CO2/brine system, which is also

the information needed to ensure successful long-term

trapping of the injected CO2, as described in the next

paragraph.

The requirements for long-term trapping of CO2 in the

subsurface have been described by several authors (e.g.,

van der Meer 1992, 1996; Bachu et al. 1994; Pruess et al.

2003) and are summarized here for geologic storage of

CO2 in saline formations. In the subsurface, CO2 exists as

an immiscible free phase, which is the non-wetting phase,

and as a solute in the aqueous phase, which is the wetting

phase. For typical hydrostatic pressure gradients and geo-

thermal temperature gradients, CO2 is supercritical at

depths greater than about 800 m. Trapping CO2 is a sig-

nificant challenge because the low density of free-phase

CO2 compared to native brine (Fig. 1) makes it strongly

buoyant, thus it will always try to move up toward the

surface. Trapping CO2 in the subsurface for long-term

geologic storage can be accomplished by four primary

mechanisms, the first three of which have been collectively

referred to as hydrodynamic trapping by Bachu et al.

(1994). (1) Stratigraphic or structural trapping: buoyant

free-phase CO2 is trapped beneath low-permeability layers

or in faulted or anticlinal structures (Knox et al. 2003;

Gunter et al. 2004; Ambrose et al. 2007). Knowledge of

regional geology, geophysical imaging, and well logs

provide this information. (2) Mobility trapping (also known

as phase trapping, capillary trapping, residual trapping):

multi-phase flow processes immobilize free-phase CO2.

Although free-phase CO2 is actually supercritical, it is

referred here to as the gas phase, in analogy with other

two-phase systems (e.g., water/natural gas, water/steam) in

which gas is the non-wetting phase. In the petroleum

literature (e.g., Land 1968; Holtz 2002) it is commonly
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assumed that residual gas saturation (the saturation below

which CO2 is immobile) is history-dependent, with a small

value during the drainage process (CO2 displacing brine),

and a potentially large value during wetting (brine dis-

placing CO2), which increases as the maximum historical

CO2 saturation increases. This phenomenon can be mod-

eled using hysteretic capillary pressure and relative per-

meability curves, as shown in Fig. 2. Measurements of the

two-phase flow behavior of CO2 and brine (Bachu and

Bennion 2007) provide the best direct information for

mobility trapping, but information from other two-phase

flow systems also can be valuable. Laboratory experiments

are very useful, but upscaling is far from trivial, so field

experiments are even better. Several recent modeling

studies of field-scale mobility trapping (Kumar et al. 2005;

Mo and Akervoll 2005; Spiteri et al. 2005; Doughty and

Myer 2007), investigate the sensitivity of mobility trapping

to various hydrologic parameters, but none include a

comparison to field data. (3) Dissolution trapping: the CO2

that dissolves in brine is no longer buoyant so there is no

driving force toward the surface. In fact, CO2-saturated

brine is denser than native brine. As CO2-laden brine sinks

deeper into the formation it can set up circulation patterns

that enable more free-phase CO2 to come into contact with

native brine, enabling more dissolution to occur (Lindeberg

and Wessel-Berg 1997; Ennis-King and Paterson 2005;

Fig. 1 Variation of a density

and b viscosity with depth for

CO2 and water for surface

conditions of 1 bar and 15�C, a

hydrostatic pressure profile of

10 MPa/km, and a geothermal

temperature gradient of 30�C/

km, as calculated by the

TOUGH2 simulator (Pruess

et al. 1999; Pruess and Garcı́a

2002 )

Fig. 2 Typical hysteretic characteristic curves used for modeling the

Frio brine pilot: a absolute value of capillary pressure and b relative

permeability. All grid blocks follow the red curves while they are

undergoing drainage. The diamonds illustrate a few of the infinitely

many possible turning points from drainage to wetting, which define

the wetting curve for each grid block and the corresponding value of

residual gas saturation Sgr
D (circles). Black symbols show capillary

pressure data obtained from mercury-injection laboratory experiments

on core samples from the injection well (Sakurai et al. 2005)

Environ Geol (2008) 54:1635–1656 1637
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Riaz et al. 2006). Brine composition, which may be

determined by collecting undisturbed fluid samples, is

needed to quantify CO2 dissolution. (4) Mineral trapping:

CO2 reacts with rock minerals to form carbonate com-

pounds (Gunter et al. 1993; Pruess et al. 2003; Johnson

et al. 2004). Mineral compositions and distributions, which

may be obtained from core samples, are needed to quantify

CO2/mineral chemical reactions.

Because of the complexity and variety of processes

occurring in CO2/brine systems, development and appli-

cation of a numerical model concurrently with site char-

acterization is extremely valuable. Simulation results

provide a detailed picture of CO2 plume evolution in space

and time, hence they can be helpful in interpreting field

observations, which are typically sparse in space or time or

both. Additionally, by comparing simulation results to field

observations, one may infer values of poorly known

parameters and incorporate new features in the conceptual

and numerical model of the site. Finally, numerical mod-

eling can be used to help design field tests and predict test

outcomes to assess the validity of the conceptual model.

Case study: the Frio brine pilot

At the Frio brine pilot, a research project conducted at the

South Liberty oil field operated by Texas American Re-

sources in Dayton, Texas, USA (Fig. 3), 1,600 metric tons

of CO2 were injected over a period of 10 days into a

steeply dipping brine-saturated sand layer at a depth of

1,500 m (Hovorka et al. 2006). At this depth, free-phase

CO2 is supercritical. The pilot employed one injection well

and one observation well. Pre-injection activities included

traditional site-characterization techniques such as review

of the regional geological setting, development of a de-

tailed local geological model, analysis of wireline logs,

laboratory analysis of core samples, collection and chem-

ical analysis of brine samples, pressure-transient analysis

of an interference well test, and breakthrough curve anal-

ysis for a two-well recirculation tracer test. Additionally,

the CO2 injection itself served as a two-well tracer test and

an interference well test. Geophysical monitoring of CO2

movement in the subsurface during and after the injection

period provided information on the spatial distribution of

CO2 at several different scales. Frio brine pilot activities

are outlined in Table 1, and are described in the following

sections. Table 2 summarizes the material properties and

formation conditions inferred from traditional site charac-

terization and Tables 3 and 4 present the findings from

CO2 injection and monitoring.

Numerical modeling has been an integral part of the Frio

brine pilot from the outset. Initially, modeling helped de-

sign parameters of the pilot test such as well spacing, target

sand thickness, and quantity of injected CO2, as well as

pre-injection well-test procedures (Doughty et al. 2003,

2004; Hovorka et al. 2004). Then, the model was used to

predict the results of the pilot prior to its execution

(Doughty et al. 2004; Holtz et al. 2004). Finally, simulation

results were compared with observations from various

monitoring techniques (Freifeld et al. 2005a; Trautz et al.

2005; Hovorka et al. 2006). This sequence of activities

followed the standard approach of model development

based on traditional site-characterization, followed by

model application to predict CO2 transport. In contrast, the

sections that follow emphasize the role that modeling CO2

injection plays in site characterization itself.

Traditional site-characterization activities

In the vicinity of the South Liberty field, the fluvial-deltaic

Frio formation is overlain by the regionally extensive, low

permeability Anahuac shale, which acts as a regional upper

seal for the Frio formation sands. Individual sand layers,

identified as A, B, C, etc., are separated by more localized

shale layers that also serve as barriers to flow. At the South

Liberty field, numerous wells drilled for historical oil

production at depths around 2,400 m provide structural

information about the site (Hovorka et al. 2006). The brine-

saturated sand layer targeted for CO2 storage, the C sand, is

near the top of the Frio formation at a depth of 1,500 m and

is on the flank of a salt dome (Fig. 4), where the Frio

formation is laterally compartmentalized by faults (Fig. 5).

A new injection well was drilled for the Frio brine pilot,

sited 32-m down dip (south) from an existing well that

served as the observation well. The fault block in which the

wells lie is about 800 m across and at least 2,500 m long,

Fig. 3 Location map for the

Frio brine pilot, conducted at

the South Liberty field, near

Dayton, Texas, USA, about

60 km northeast of Houston

1638 Environ Geol (2008) 54:1635–1656
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and is bounded by mapped faults to the northwest and

southeast. Several smaller intra-block faults also exist, with

offsets that may juxtapose the B and C sands, enabling fluid

flow between them.

Figure 6 shows the porosity and horizontal permeability

profiles for the C sand inferred from injection-well logs, with

calibration to porosity and permeability measurements made

on core samples (Sakurai et al. 2005). Observation-well logs

(not shown) contain similar features, suggesting good layer

continuity between the two wells. The ratio of vertical to

horizontal permeability is determined as an increasing

function of porosity, based on correlations of Holtz (personal

communication, 2002), and ranges from 0.1 for porosity

<0.24 to 1.0 for porosity >0.28. Each well was perforated

over approximately 6 m in the upper portion of the 23-m

thick C sand, which Fig. 6 identifies as a thick interval of

clean sand. The lower limit of the injection interval is

delineated by a thin marker bed, which is interpreted as low-

permeability shale. Capillary pressure as a function of sat-

uration was measured for two core samples, one sandstone

and one shale, using mercury injection (Sakurai et al. 2005);

results for the sandstone are shown in Fig. 2a.

Frio formation brine samples were collected from both

wells at a series of times before CO2 injection. Chemical

analysis identified a Na–Ca–Cl-type brine with 93,000 mg/

L total dissolved solids (TDS), nearly saturated with

methane (CH4) at formation conditions of about 150 bars

and 60�C (Kharaka et al. 2006). These dissolved salt and

methane contents are typical of brine formations found in

the vicinity of petroleum resources in the northern Gulf of

Mexico basin (Kharaka and Hanor 2004).

The three-dimensional (3D) numerical model developed

for the Frio brine pilot represents the C sand and extends

over the entire fault block in which the injection and

observation well lie, and is an idealized version of the

geological model shown in Fig. 5. A schematic diagram of

the numerical grid is shown in Fig. 7. The model is 23 m

thick, with closed upper and lower boundaries to represent

continuous shale layers over and underlying the C sand.

Instead of the geological model’s warped layers that curve

Table 1 Activities at the Frio

brine pilot
Activity Monitoring Information obtained

Review existing data

related to historical oil

production

3D seismic

Wireline logs in regionally

distributed wells

Structure of sand and shale layers

surrounding salt dome

Compartmentalization into fault blocks

Well log analysis Wireline logs in injection and

observation wells

Target sand layer and overlying shale cap

rock

Extent, continuity, and variability of layers

Permeability, porosity, relative permeability

parameters (estimated using literature

correlations)

Core analysis from newly

drilled injection well

Porosity

Permeability

Mercury injection

Calibration for well-log estimates

of porosity and permeability

Capillary pressure/saturation relationship

Interference well test Pressure transients Inter-well connectivity

Flow properties of lateral boundaries

Field-scale permeability

Estimates of pressure increase during CO2

injection

Aqueous-phase tracer test Fluorescein breakthrough

curve (BTC)

Single-phase dispersivity

Porosity-thickness product of sand layer

Sorption

CO2 injection and post-

injection rest period

CO2 arrival at observation well

Pressure transients

RST (reservoir saturation tool)

Crosswell seismic

VSP (vertical seismic profile)

Average CO2 saturation between wells

Two-phase flow properties

CO2 saturation profiles at injection and

observation wells

CO2 distribution between injection and

observation wells

CO2 distribution updip of observation well

Two-phase tracer test

(concurrent with CO2

injection)

Two-phase tracer BTC Two-phase dispersivity

Evolution of CO2 saturation distribution

with time
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in two directions, the model is a plane that is tilted upward

16� from south to north, to represent the local dip between

the injection and observation wells. The lateral boundaries

to the northwest and southeast are closed to represent

impermeable faults bounding the block, the lateral

boundary to the northeast is also closed to represent the

termination of the C sand against the salt dome, and to the

southwest, where no fault has been mapped, the model

extends for a great distance beyond what is shown in

Fig. 7a. The intersection of the small intra-block fault

nearest the wells (Fig. 5) and the C sand is included in the

model, located 88 m northwest of the observation well.

Because offsets along this fault may provide connections

between different sand layers within the upper Frio For-

mation, flow conditions at the fault/C-sand intersection are

unknown, and several different possibilities are modeled.

Vertical grid spacing varies to capture the key geological

changes in porosity and permeability, as shown in Fig. 6,

and lateral grid spacing is also variable (Fig. 7), with finer

resolution around injection and observation well locations.

In total, the model contains 22 layers, each composed of 40

by 36 grid blocks. The wells are represented as source or

sink terms within 2-m by 2-m wide grid blocks, so model

results for those grid blocks are representative of the

Table 2 Material properties and formation conditions obtained from traditional site-characterization

Property Method Value Comments

Injection interval (thickness

of high-permeability

clean sand), h

Wireline logs 5.5 m Figure 6b

Match tracer test BTC 8 m (assuming no sorption)

5.5 m (assuming sorption)

Figure 9

Sorption and thickness varied,

porosity held fixed at 0.34

Porosity, / Wireline logs calibrated

to core analysis

0.34 average over 5.5-m injection

interval

0.28 average over 23-m

thick C sand

Figure 6a

Permeability, k Wireline logs calibrated

to core analysis

2,264 md average over 5.5-m

injection interval

1,001 md average over

23-m thick C sand

Figure 6b

Interference well test Around wells: kh product

consistent with wireline logs,

low vertical permeability below

clean sand creates leaky aquifer

Far from wells: possibility of

larger kh or constant-P
boundary

Figure 8

For h = 5.5 m, average

k ~ 2,300 md

For h = 8 m, average

k ~ 1,600 md near wells,

~3,100 md farther away

Hydrologic properties

of small fault

Interference well test No hydrologic effect Figure 8

Formation

compressibility, C
Interference well test For h = 5.5 m, 1.88 · 10–9 Pa–1

For h = 8 m, 1.28 · 10–9 Pa–1

Figure 8

Defined as C ¼ ð1=/Þo/=oPjT
Capillary pressure

parameters

Mercury injection

on core samples

van Genuchten (1980) parameters:

Pc0 = 6,500 Pa, n = 1.7,

Slmin = 0.03 for a sample

with k = 837 md

Figure 2a

Curve-fit to drainage curves,

also used for wetting curves

Pc0 ~ k–1/2

Dispersivity, a Match tracer-test BTC 0.1 m Figure 9

Pressure, P Downhole sensor 152 bars

Temperature, T Wireline logs, fluid

sampling

59�C Average of 56–65�C range

obtained for different

measurements

Salinity Fluid sampling 0.093 mg/L

Table 3 Boundary conditions inferred from pressure transients ob-

tained during CO2 injection

Boundary Fluid flow boundary

condition

NW and SE block-bounding faults Closed

NE salt dome Constant pressure

1640 Environ Geol (2008) 54:1635–1656
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formation in the immediate vicinity of the well rather than

conditions within the well itself.

Interference test

A 24-h interference well test was conducted by pumping

from the observation well and observing pressure changes

in both wells. Pumping rate was constant for the first 8 h,

then gradually increased. Due to complications such as

well-bore storage, skin effects, and local degassing of

methane, the pressure transient at the observation well (the

pumped well) is not analyzed. Figure 8 shows the pressure

transient at the injection well (the non-pumped well) and

several modeled pressure transients obtained with different

analysis methods. The simplest method is to match the

pressure transient to an analytical solution (Theis 1935),

which assumes a uniformly thick, homogeneous, flat layer

of infinite radial extent that is perfectly sealed above and

below, and a constant pumping rate. A good match to the

early-time portion of the pressure-transient data can be

obtained with the Theis solution (curve labeled ‘‘Theis’’ in

Fig. 8), using a layer thickness of 5.5 m, a porosity of 0.34

and a permeability of 2,264 md (depth-averaged values for

the 5.5-m thick perforated interval in the injection well, see

Fig. 6), and a formation compressibility of 2.2 · 10–9 Pa–1.

The Theis curve begins to deviate from the field data

after about one-half hour of pumping, predicting too large a

pressure drawdown. A one-layer radially symmetric num-

erical model with the same formation properties as the

Theis solution, but with a variable pumping rate, produces

a comparably good match at early times (not shown). The

upturn in pressure drawdown in response to the increase in

pumping rate at 8 h is reproduced, but the absolute value of

pressure drawdown is too large for all times after one-half

hour.

Next, the interference test is simulated with the 3D

model shown in Fig.7. Assigning a very low permeability

for the marker bed below the perforated interval effec-

tively constrains the hydrologic response to the upper

5.5 m of the C sand, and produces a pressure drawdown

comparable to the Theis solution (not shown). With the

actual marker bed permeability inferred from Fig. 6b

(30 md horizontal permeability, 3 md vertical permeabil-

ity), the pressure drawdown obtained with the 3D model

becomes too small after only about 10 s (curve labeled

‘‘Original Model’’ in Fig. 8). A nearly identical pressure

drawdown (not shown) is obtained using a high-resolution

multi-layer radially symmetric (RZ) model that has 153

Table 4 Comparison of model results to field data for various sets of multi-phase flow parameters

Multi-phase flow

parameters*

Monitoring method

Slr m Sgrmax U-tube Pressure transients RST Crosswell seismic VSP

CO2 arrival time at

observation well

2.12 days (Fig. 11)

DP at observation

well during CO2

injection (Fig. 12)

Sg profiles in injection and

observation wells during and

after CO2 injection (Fig. 13)

Sg distribution in plane

between wells after

CO2 injection (Fig. 14)

Azimuthal Sg profiles

beyond wells after

CO2 injection (Fig. 15)

0.00 0.9 ~0.2 2.7 Model DP a bit

too big

Model Sg higher than base

case, still too low

Same as base case Same as base case

0.15 0.9 ~0.2 2.3 Model DP a bit

too big

Model Sg all too low Good match Good match updip,

not enough lateral

spreading

0.30 0.9 ~0.2 1.9 Good match Model Sg lower than base case Same as base case Same as base case

0.45 0.9 ~0.2 1.5 Model DP a bit

too small

Model Sg even lower Same as base case Same as base case

0.15 0.7 ~0.2 1.6 Good match Model Sg lower than base case Same as base case Same as base case

0.15 0.5 ~0.2 1.1 Model DP too

small

Model Sg even lower Same as base case Same as base case

0.15 0.9 ~0.1 2.3 Same as base case Model Sg too low CO2 plume moves

a bit too much

CO2 plume moves

a bit too much

0.15 0.9 0 2.3 Same as base case Model Sg far too low CO2 plume moves far

too much

CO2 plume moves

far too much

5.5-m sand model

0.15 0.9 ~0.2 1.8 Same as base case CO2 not deep enough at

injection well

Pretty good match, but

CO2 plume a bit too

thin

Same as base case

Unless otherwise noted, simulations use the 8-m sand model

* The second set of parameters (in bold) define the base case
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layers, each 0.5 ft (0.152 m) thick, which is the resolution

at which the injection-well wireline logs were sampled.

This vertical resolution enables porosity and permeability

values obtained from the logs of the C sand (Fig. 6) to be

assigned to the model directly, with no need for vertical

averaging. The similarity of the results of the high-reso-

lution RZ model and the 3D model indicates that the

averaging procedure shown in Fig. 6 does not introduce

significant errors. Additionally, the RZ model extends far

enough radially to be infinite acting, and small late-time

deviations between the RZ and 3D models indicate that

the closed lateral boundaries of the 3D model are not felt

until 8 h after pumping begins. Hence the large discrep-

ancy between the original model pressure drawdown after

10 s and the field data is not due to numerical limitations

of the 3D model.

Figure 8 shows that the field data do not have the linear

character of the Theis solution or the original model

pressure drawdown between 0.5 and 8 h, but rather show a

marked flattening. Such a response is characteristic of a

constant-pressure boundary or large increase in perme-

ability some distance from the wells. It is also the hallmark

of a leaky aquifer, in which fluid flows to the pumped well

from both the pumped interval and to a lesser extent from

above and/or below (Hantush and Jaocb 1955). Note from

Fig. 6b that the permeability just above the pumped

interval is very low, but that the permeability of the marker

bed below the pumped interval is moderate. By decreasing

the vertical permeability of the marker bed from 3 to

0.25 md, the pressure drawdown labeled ‘‘leaky 5.5-m

sand, no small fault’’ in Fig. 8 is obtained, in which the

observed flattening beginning at 0.5 h is much better rep-

resented. This parameter change is not considered unrea-

sonable (i.e., it is within the uncertainty typical of well-log

analysis), so it is retained for further modeling studies.

To investigate the hydrologic nature of the intersection

of the small fault northwest of the observation well and the

C sand, three distinct fault conditions are considered with

the 3D model: (1) the fault is absent (curve labeled ‘‘no

small fault’’ in Fig. 8), (2) the fault is a closed boundary

(curve labeled ‘‘closed small fault’’ in Fig. 8), and (3) the

fault is a constant-pressure boundary (curved labeled ‘‘open

small fault’’ in Fig. 8). The effect of the small fault is felt

about 0.5 h after pumping begins. Both the closed-fault

case and the constant-pressure-fault case diverge sharply

from the field data, suggesting that the fault does not act as

either of these types of boundaries, and in fact produces no

distinctive hydrologic response.

Figure 8 shows that after about 4 h of pumping, the

observed pressure drawdown flattens more than the leaky-

aquifer model can account for, suggesting that some dis-

tance from the wells, formation permeability increases, the

clean sand thickens, or a constant-pressure boundary is

present. Higher temperature (smaller viscosity) or the

presence of a gas cap (larger compressibility) could also

contribute to the flattening. The well test was simulated

with several modified 3D models that included different

combinations of these features, producing good matches to

the late-time observed pressure-drawdown data (not

shown). Despite the satisfaction of obtaining much-im-

proved matches to the field data, the model changes made

to achieve them are not uniquely determined. Furthermore,

because of the possibility that the late-time flattening is

caused by an effect specific to pressure decrease (e.g.

methane degassing creating a high-compressibility two-

phase region), these features are not retained for the

modeling of the CO2 injection, when pressures increase.

As will be presented in the next section, there is inde-

pendent evidence from the tracer test that the thickness of

Fig. 4 Schematic of the Frio brine pilot site (after Hovorka et al.

2006). Dark layers show sandstones and light layers indicate shales.

CO2 injection depth is about 1,500 m and historical oil production

depth was about 2,400 m
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the high-permeability clean sand in which the injection

well is perforated is about 8 m, significantly larger than the

5.5 m inferred from the well logs. Because the pressure

drawdown response to pumping is primarily sensitive to the

permeability-thickness product of a formation, it is

worthwhile to investigate how well the interference test can

be modeled assuming an 8-m thick layer of clean sand. It

turns out that a pressure drawdown nearly indistinguishable

from the ‘‘leaky 5.5-m sand, no small fault’’ curve of Fig. 8

can be obtained by (1) increasing the permeability for the

three model layers just below the injection well perforated

interval to 2,000 md (effectively making the high-perme-

ability clean sand 8 m thick), (2) reducing all permeability

and formation compressibility values within 200 m of the

wells by a factor of 5.5/8 relative to the 5.5-m model, (3)

assigning the vertical permeability of the layer below the

clean sand, which controls leakage, a value of 0.5 md, and

(4) increasing the far-field permeabilities (>200 m from the

wells) by a factor of 1.36 relative to the 5.5-m model.

Together, changes (1) and (2) preserve the permeability-

thickness product of the clean sand. Changes (3) and (4)

were made by trial and error to improve the model’s match

to the observed pressure-drawdown data. All of these

changes are considered reasonable, considering the spatial

variability expected for the fluvial-deltaic geologic setting.

The modified model is referred to as the ‘‘8-m sand model’’

Fig. 5 Geological model of the upper Frio formation at the South

Liberty field (courtesy of Joseph Yeh, TBEG). a Plan view of the

modeled fault block (pink) and two adjacent fault blocks (red and

blue). The new injection well is shown as a black dot with a white
border. The existing observation well is the black dot just to the north.

b Vertical cut through the model along the black line shown in the

plan view. Vertical exaggeration is approximately a factor of two.

Coloring shows a stochastic porosity distribution (not used in

numerical model). Colored lines and numbers identify wells used to

create the geological model

Fig. 6 Injection-well property

profiles for the C sand (courtesy

of Shinichi Sakurai, TBEG),

and the grid-averaged values

used for the original 3D

numerical model: a porosity and

b horizontal permeability. The

injection-well perforated

interval is shown as a black bar
and a low-permeability marker

bed that delineates the bottom of

the injection interval is shown

with gray shading
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and the original model with marker-bed vertical perme-

ability reduced to 0.25 md is referred to as the ‘‘5.5-m sand

model’’.

In summary (Table 2), matching the injection-well

(non-pumped well) pressure transient during the interfer-

ence well test does not provide a single, uniquely-deter-

mined hydrologic model of the C sand, but rather two

models that bound a range of reasonable models. Assuming

that the high-permeability clean sand over which the

injection well is perforated has a thickness of 5.5 m, the

average permeability of the C sand within a few hundred

meters of the wells is generally consistent with values

obtained from core samples and wireline logs (~2,300 md).

If the thickness of the clean sand is increased from 5.5 to

8 m, the average permeability near the wells correspond-

ingly decreases from about 2,300 to 1,600 md. In either

case, the clean sand acts as a leaky aquifer. Sensitivity-

study results indicate that the small fault within the main

fault block should not be considered either a closed or

Fig. 7 3D model grid: a plan

view; b plan view of local area

around wells; c vertical cross-

section between injection and

observation wells. The

injection-well perforated

interval is shown as a black bar

Fig. 8 Interference-well-test pressure transient for injection well (the

non-pumped well) and various model results
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constant-pressure boundary, therefore it is not included in

further modeling studies. It appears that farther from the

wells, either the sand thickens or constant-pressure condi-

tions may exist. This finding is not expected to impact the

movement of the small amount of CO2 used for the pilot

test, but could be critical for full-scale CO2 storage.

Tracer test

After the interference well test had run for 24 h, pumped

fluid was reinjected into the injection well, to create a

balanced doublet flow field. After another 24 h, when the

flow field was steady, a 78-min pulse of fluorescein dye

was added at the injection well. The steady flows were

maintained for 15 days. Fluorescein arrived at the obser-

vation well after 9 days and concentration peaked at

12 days, as shown in Fig. 9. The primary parameters to be

inferred from the tracer breakthrough curve (BTC) are the

porosity-thickness product of the sand layer through which

fluid flows and the aqueous-phase dispersion coefficient for

the sand, a measure of its heterogeneity. Preliminary at-

tempts to model the tracer test using the 3D model de-

scribed in the previous section were unsatisfactory, because

numerical dispersion smeared out the tracer peak too much

for a physical dispersion coefficient to be determined.

Therefore, a streamline model (Javandel et al. 1984) is

used, with a random walk added to represent dispersion.

Figure 9 presents modeled breakthrough curves for two

different sand-layer thicknesses: the 5.5-m value inferred

from the injection well logs (Fig. 6), which results in a far

too early peak, and an 8-m value, determined by trial and

error to best match the observed fluorescein peak time of

12 days. In both cases, porosity is held fixed at 0.34, the

average value obtained from wireline logs and core anal-

ysis. Note that the model breakthrough curves show two

peaks, the main peak and a smaller, later recirculation

peak, which identifies tracer that has arrived at the obser-

vation well, been reinjected into the injection well, and

traveled to the observation well again. Matching the width

and height of the observed fluorescein peak requires a

small single-phase dispersivity (0.1 m), implying that the

sand is highly homogeneous, which is considered reason-

able for a clean sand. Essentially equivalent results for

dispersivity and thickness were obtained by Trautz et al.

(2005) using the analytical approach of Grove and Beetem

(1971).

The 8-m sand thickness inferred from tracer arrival time

is certainly possible in terms of the expected variability in

sand layer thickness for this geologic setting, and, as de-

scribed in the previous section, interference test results can

be equally well matched assuming either a thickness of 5.5

or 8 m for the high-permeability zone in which the injec-

tion well is perforated. However, another possibility is that

the fluorescein transport is being retarded by sorption.

Fluorescein is generally considered to be a relatively con-

servative tracer in groundwater and geothermal systems,

but studies reported in the soils literature (where organic

content of soils is high) indicate that fluorescein does sorb

to organics (Smart and Laidlaw 1977). It may be that the

high concentration of dissolved methane present in the Frio

Formation brine promotes sorption. Under the assumptions

of the streamline model, tracer travel time depends only on

the product of formation thickness, porosity, and a retar-

dation factor that equals one for non-sorbing tracers and is

greater than one for sorbing tracers (Javandel et al. 1984).

Thus, a model with a sand thickness of 5.5 m and a

retardation factor of 8/5.5 and a model with a sand thick-

ness of 8 m and a retardation factor of one (no sorption)

would yield identical breakthrough curves for the main

peak. The recirculation peaks for the two cases would

differ because no (or at least far less) sorption occurs the

second time the tracer moves through the formation. Hence

one signature of a sorbing tracer would be a recirculation

peak with a travel time of less than twice the travel time of

the main peak.

In the field, it does not appear that tracer monitoring

continued long enough for a recirculation peak to arrive:

the 8-m no-sorption model predicts a recirculation peak at

24 days (Fig. 9), and a 5.5-m with-sorption model would

predict a recirculation peak at about 20 days (12 days for

the main peak to arrive plus at least an 8-day travel-time

for a less-sorbing second trip through the formation). The

increase in fluorescein concentration observed at 15 days

(Fig. 9) is considered unlikely to be a recirculation peak, as

it would imply a 3-day less-sorbing second trip through the

formation, which in turn would imply a sand thickness of

about 2 m and a retardation factor of about four, neither of

which is consistent with other data from the field. Thus,

Fig. 9 Tracer test data and results of a streamline model. For each

model, porosity is 0.34 and dispersivity is 0.1 m. Model results show

a main peak (8 or 12 days) and a smaller recirculation peak (16 or

24 days)
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neither an 8-m thick, non-sorbing sand layer nor a 5.5-m

thick, sorbing sand layer can definitely be eliminated from

consideration. Therefore, both the 8-m sand model and the

5.5-m sand model described in the interference-test section

are retained for further modeling studies.

CO2 injection and monitoring

Numerical model for multi-phase flow

The well-test and tracer-test described above involve sin-

gle-phase flow in which gravity does not play a significant

role, enabling analysis with an analytical solution or simple

numerical models. However, when CO2 and brine are both

present, multi-phase and gravity effects are significant,

requiring a 3D numerical model with two-phase flow

capabilities. TOUGH2 (Pruess et al. 1999) is a general-

purpose numerical simulator for multi-phase, multi-com-

ponent fluid and heat flow in porous and fractured media. It

uses a multi-phase extension of Darcy’s law that includes

relative permeability and capillary-pressure effects and

incorporates accurate phase-partitioning and thermophysi-

cal properties of all fluid phases and components. The

present studies utilize a hysteretic formulation for capillary

pressure and relative permeability (Doughty 2007) and an

equation of state package called ECO2 (Pruess and Garcı́a

2002), designed to treat a two-phase (liquid, gas), three-

component (water, salt, CO2) system in pressure/tempera-

ture regimes above the critical point of CO2 (P = 73.8 bars,

T = 31�C). Note that methane is not included in ECO2, but

that the C-sand brine composition indicates near-saturated

conditions for dissolved methane. Because the presence of

methane decreases the solubility of CO2, the present model

would be expected to overestimate the amount of CO2 that

can dissolve in the brine. Preliminary simulations using

EOS7C (Oldenburg et al. 2004), a TOUGH2 equation of

state package that includes CH4 and CO2 (but no salinity

effects), suggest that the effect is minor because CH4 is

largely purged from the formation where the CO2 plume

develops. Although TOUGH2 has the capability to solve

fully coupled fluid and heat flow problems, temperature is

assumed to remain constant for the present simulations, to

increase computational efficiency. A few simulations were

repeated without this assumption, but the results did not

differ significantly from those presented here.

The numerical simulations for the Frio brine pilot dis-

cussed here are all of short duration (lasting no more than a

few months), hence they emphasize advective processes.

Slower flow processes such as aqueous-phase diffusion of

dissolved species and the buoyancy effect of dissolved CO2

are not included in the numerical model. Salt may pre-

cipitate out of the brine, but the rock matrix itself is inert.

Thus, chemical reactions between CO2 and rock minerals

that were inferred from geochemical analysis of brine

samples collected during the CO2 injection period (Kha-

raka et al. 2006) are not considered.

Together, capillary pressure Pc, liquid relative perme-

ability krl, and gas relative permeability krg are known as

characteristic curves; they control the way the brine (the

wetting phase, also called the liquid phase) and supercrit-

ical CO2 (the non-wetting phase, also called the gas phase)

interact. In a hysteretic formulation, Pc, krl, and krg depend

not only on the saturation of the grid block, but also on the

history of the saturation of the grid block. When liquid

saturation decreases because more CO2 enters a grid block

than leaves it, the process is known as drainage. Alterna-

tively, when liquid saturation increases because more brine

enters a grid block than leaves it, the process is known as

imbibition or wetting. Some parameters within the char-

acteristic curve functions depend only on what process is

occurring, so it is convenient to subdivide the characteristic

curves into drainage branches and wetting branches

(Fig. 2). Other parameters depend on the value of the sat-

uration when the grid block makes a transition from

drainage to imbibition or vice versa, the so-called turning-

point saturations (Fig. 2). Because turning-point satura-

tions differ among all grid blocks, these parameters do as

well. The most critical parameter is the residual gas satu-

ration, denoted SD
gr; which is the saturation below which gas

is immobile (i.e., the saturation below which immiscible

CO2 is trapped). In the petroleum literature (e.g., Land

1968; Holtz 2002) it is commonly assumed that under

drainage conditions, SD
gr ¼ 0; but for imbibition, SD

gr in-

creases as the turning-point saturation between the drain-

age curve and wetting curve, denoted SD
l ; decreases, as

shown in Fig. 2. Thus, grid blocks that once contained the

most CO2 are those which trap the most CO2. The maxi-

mum possible value of SD
gr is Sgrmax, which is obtained for

the minimum possible value of SD
l ; which is generally equal

to the irreducible liquid saturation Slr.

The simulation results shown here use the capillary

pressure curve shown in Fig. 2a, obtained by fitting to

mercury injection data from a C-sand core sample (Sakurai

et al. 2005), and the relative permeability curves shown in

Fig. 2b. The key parameters of the characteristic curves

that need to be identified are the maximum residual gas

saturation Sgrmax and irreducible liquid saturation Slr, below

which each phase is immobile, and a parameter describing

the interference between the two phases when both are

mobile. For the present hysteretic relative permeability

functional forms (Doughty 2007), which are derived from

the van Genuchten (1980) formulation, this interference is

quantified by a parameter known as m, which can range

from about 0.4 to 0.9, with lower values of m corre-

sponding to more mobile gas and less mobile liquid, and

higher values of m corresponding to less mobile gas and
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more mobile liquid. During a CO2 injection period,

drainage is the dominant process because the CO2 plume is

growing in all directions. Hence, SD
gr ¼ 0; and the param-

eters controlling plume behavior are Slr and m. After

injection ends, the leading edge of the CO2 plume may still

undergo drainage as the plume moves upward and updip by

buoyancy forces, but at the trailing edge of the plume

imbibition occurs, with Sgrmax controlling trapping through

SD
gr:

Previously, simulations of the Frio brine pilot used

values of Sgrmax and Slr taken from the literature: Sgrmax

varies inversely with porosity and averages 0.2 for the C

sand (M. Holtz, personal communication, 2002; Holtz,

2005); Slr = 0.3 (Pruess et al. 2003). The parameter m was

chosen to produce a liquid relative permeability curve

similar to a Corey (1954) liquid relative permeability curve

(m = 0.9). In the present study, simulations were also run

with values of Sgrmax that are half the literature values and

taking Sgrmax = 0 for all materials, with Slr values of 0,

0.15, and 0.45, and with m values of 0.7 and 0.5. The

parameter set consisting of the original values of Sgrmax

(~0.2), Slr = 0.15, and m = 0.9 form the base case against

which other simulation results are compared. Comparison

with recent laboratory experiments on CO2/brine flow

through sandstone cores (Bachu and Bennion 2007; L.

Miljkovic, personal communication, 2006) indicates that

the base-case parameters are reasonable for high-perme-

ability sandstone.

Figure 10a shows a time-series of snapshots of the

modeled free-phase CO2 plume using the base-case

parameters and the properties shown in Table 2, for the 8-

m sand model. It is clear that buoyancy forces have a large

effect on plume evolution, so much so that the 5.5-m sand

model produces similar CO2 distributions (Fig. 10b). The

primary difference between the CO2 distributions from the

8-m sand model and those from the 5.5-m sand model is a

slightly stronger buoyancy flow for the 5.5-m sand model,

which occurs because the permeability is slightly larger,

and results in an earlier arrival of CO2 at the observation

well. Figure 10 also shows that CO2 distributions for times

later than 29 days are very similar to one another, indi-

cating that by that time most gas saturations have decreased

to residual values and the CO2 plume is largely trapped.

U-tube

Sampling of representative fluids in deep boreholes is

challenging because of the need to minimize external

contamination and maintain sample integrity during

recovery. The U-tube sampling methodology (Freifeld

et al. 2005b; Freifeld and Trautz 2006) was developed to

collect large volume, multi-phase samples at in situ pres-

sures. At the Frio brine pilot, a U-tube was used to collect a

52-L sample from the observation well every 2 h, which

was weighed at the surface while being maintained at

downhole pressure conditions (~150 bars). A decrease in

sample density from that of formation brine (~1,070 kg/

m3) to that of supercritical CO2 (~830 kg/m3) revealed the

transition from single-phase brine to single-phase CO2 in

the wellbore 2.1 days after injection began (Fig. 11).

Fig. 10 Base-case simulation results showing the evolution of the

free-phase CO2 plume in the vertical cross-section containing the two

wells. The red line shows the location of the low-vertical-

permeability layer that bounds the high-permeability sand above it.

a 8-m sand model; b 5.5-m sand model
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Analysis of sample gases (dissolved or separate phase) was

performed in the field using a quadrupole mass spectrom-

eter, which also provided unequivocal evidence of the ar-

rival of the CO2 plume. Additionally, pulses of gas-phase

tracers were added to the injection stream at several times

during the CO2 injection period, and their arrival at the

observation well provided an indication of changes in CO2

saturation as injection proceeded.

During the 10-day injection period the CO2 plume is

continually growing, so the formation is undergoing

drainage. Therefore, fluid flow (and hence observation-well

arrival time) is sensitive to Slr and m, but is not sensitive to

Sgrmax. The CO2 injection period was modeled with the 8-m

sand model using several values of Slr and m, as shown in

Fig. 11. Note that the U-tube sample density decreases

much more than any of the model densities do. Recall that

model density represents fluid density in the near-well re-

gion, not the density of the wellbore fluid itself, which is

what the U-tube samples. Although the formation fluid is a

two-phase mixture of CO2 and brine, as the fraction of CO2

increases, the mobility of the CO2 becomes much greater

than that of the brine (Fig. 2b), and far more CO2 than

brine flows into the wellbore. Therefore, when comparing

model and field results, the time of the initial density de-

crease is used to indicate the CO2 arrival, whereas the final

value of density is assumed to reflect the relative mobility

of the brine and CO2 phases flowing into the wellbore ra-

ther than the formation saturation.

Figure 11 shows that models using Slr = 0.15 or 0.30

and m = 0.9 give the best match to the field data, and that

CO2 arrival time decreases as Slr increases and as m de-

creases. Larger values of Slr cause a decrease in CO2 arrival

time two ways. First, with a larger Slr, CO2 bypasses more

immobile brine, so it moves faster through the formation.

Second, increasing Slr increases total mobility (the sum of

liquid- and gas-phase mobilities), hence it enables more

buoyancy flow to occur, resulting in an early arrival of a

thin finger of CO2 shallow in the observation well (a more

extreme version of what is seen in Fig. 10a). Decreasing m

also increases total mobility and therefore enhances

buoyancy flow. Likewise, the early arrival of CO2 obtained

with the 5.5-m sand model (not shown) arises not because

of the smaller thickness of the sand, but because of its

greater permeability, which allows more buoyancy flow.

It is worthwhile to note that the travel time between the

two wells is much longer for the aqueous-phase fluorescein

tracer (~9 days, Fig. 9) than for the two-phase CO2 plume

(~2 days, Fig. 11). Various factors contributing to this

difference are presented in Table 5. Differences in the flow

fields imposed by injection and pumping conditions (dou-

blet for the tracer test, single-well for the CO2 injection,

lower injection rate for CO2) tend to delay the CO2 arrival,

but the delay is more than balanced by the speedup arising

from the buoyant, two-phase nature of the CO2 plume. The

modeled distribution of CO2 (Fig. 10a) indicates that

buoyancy flow and the bypassing of brine within the plume

both strongly contribute to the early arrival of CO2. This

finding reiterates the value of a numerical model for

interpreting field data. It also illustrates the difficulty of

trying to define a simple performance measure such as

average CO2 saturation, which is needed for making

capacity assessments of potential CO2 geologic storage

sites (Doughty et al. 2001; Hesse et al. 2006). The average

CO2 saturation within the plume primarily reflects two-

phase flow behavior, and indicates the fraction of indi-

vidual pores that are filled with CO2. Theoretically it

should be consistent with values inferred from laboratory

studies. However the average CO2 saturation over the en-

tire formation is more relevant for capacity assessment, and

if buoyancy flow (or heterogeneity) causes the CO2 plume

to avoid large fractions of the formation entirely, the for-

mation-average saturation and the plume-average satura-

tion will be quite different. Neither way of averaging is

wrong per se, but care must be taken to use each average in

the proper context.

Pressure-transient analysis

Downhole pressure was measured in both wells throughout

the 10-day CO2 injection period and for about 2 weeks

thereafter (Benson and Doughty 2006; Hovorka et al.

2006). Compared to the 24-h interference test, this much

longer monitoring period enables the hydrologic properties

of more distant features of the fault block to be examined.

For example, if the two fault-block boundaries nearest the

wells (~600 m to the northwest and ~250 m to the south-

east) are considered constant-pressure boundaries, which

works for the interference test, modeled pressure increases

Fig. 11 CO2 arrival at observation well as monitored with U-tube

sampling and model results for the 8-m sand model considering

different two-phase flow parameters
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accompanying CO2 injection are too small. In contrast, if

the more distant salt-dome boundary (~1,200 m to the

northeast) is considered a constant-pressure boundary,

model pressure increases during CO2 injection are about

right, whereas a closed boundary there produces model

pressure increases that are too large. Whether this boundary

is closed or constant-pressure has no effect on the shorter

interference test.

Several stoppages were planned for the injection peri-

od, so that pressure-transient analysis could be conducted

under two-phase flow conditions. Additional short-term

breaks in injection occurred due to operational problems.

Pressure-transient responses under two-phase conditions

are sensitive to relative permeability parameters, in addi-

tion to the intrinsic permeability and formation com-

pressibility, which were inferred from the interference

well test. Because only short breaks occur in the injection

schedule, drainage is the dominant process occurring

throughout the injection period, hence Slr and m are the

main parameters to infer. Figure 12 compares measured

pressure change (DP) versus time to model DP obtained

with the 8-m sand model using different parameter values.

For the injection well, the coarse grid necessitates that a

wellbore correction be made. At very early times, when

the amount of injected CO2 is small, single-phase liquid

conditions control the pressure response and the correc-

tion (Peaceman 1978) yields a 0.5 bar increase. As more

CO2 enters the formation, the correction, which is directly

Table 5 Comparison between

aqueous-phase tracer test

and CO2 arrival times

Tracer test CO2 injection Impact on CO2 arrival time

Arrival at observation well 9 days 2 days

Flow field Doublet Single well 3 times slower

Injection rate 50 gpm 40 gpm 20% slower

Phase conditions Single-phase Two-phase Faster, bypass pore space

containing other phase

Density contrast None 1.5 Faster, buoyancy flow

Viscosity contrast None 12 Faster, enhanced buoyancy flow

Density in situ 1,060 kg/m3 ~800 kg/m3 20% faster

Fig. 12 Measured pressure

transients (courtesy of Sally

Benson, LBNL) and modeled

pressure transients for the

a injection well and

b observation well, and c gas

saturations at both wells during

and immediately after CO2

injection, for the 8-m sand

model considering different

two-phase flow parameters
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proportional to the fluid viscosity at the well, becomes

smaller, but the complication of a growing two-phase

plume makes it impossible to quantify in a simple man-

ner. Hence, comparisons between model and field data

must remain qualitative for the injection well. It is clear

from Fig. 12 that while Slr and m affect the injection-well

DP from the outset, they have very little impact on the

observation-well DP until CO2 fills the region surrounding

the observation well, which occurs between four and ten

days (compare Fig. 10a). Generally, DP decreases as Slr

increases and m decreases, consistent with the increase in

total mobility that accompanies these parameter changes.

The best match to observation-well DP is obtained for

Slr = 0.30, m = 0.9 and Slr = 0.15, m = 0.7, but the sen-

sitivity of the observation-well pressure transient data to

Slr and m is rather small, implying that other values of

these parameters are also possible. There is little differ-

ence between DP values for the 5.5-m sand model and 8-

m sand model, which is not surprising given that the two

models produce identical pressure drawdown responses to

the interference test.

Reservoir saturation tool

The wireline reservoir saturation tool (RST), developed by

Schlumberger, uses pulsed neutron capture to determine

changes in brine saturation as CO2 displaces brine or vice

versa (Sakurai et al. 2005; Hovorka et al. 2006). Figure 13

shows a time series of CO2 saturation profiles derived from

RST logs at the injection and observation wells, along with

model results. Comparing depths at which CO2 appears in

the model to those from the RST logs provides valuable

insights into geology, whereas comparing the magnitude of

CO2 saturation provides constraints on two-phase flow

properties. Unfortunately, well workovers conducted at the

end of the injection period changed conditions in the

injection well so as to preclude analysis of the RST data at

the depths of the perforations. There, Sg = 0 does not mean

CO2 is absent, just that no determination of Sg can be made.

At the injection well, Fig. 13a shows that CO2 extends

significantly below the perforated interval. This extension is

reproduced by the 8-m sand model, but not by the 5.5-m sand

model, where Sg drops to zero just below the perforated

Fig. 13 CO2 saturation profiles

inferred from RST logs

(courtesy of Shinichi Sakurai,

TBEG) in the a injection well

and b observation well. Model

results for the 8-m sand model

considering different two-phase

flow parameters are also shown
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interval (not shown). This finding supports the hypothesis

underlying the 8-m sand model that the thin marker bed

located just below the perforations does not have nearly as

low a permeability as was inferred from well logs (Fig. 6b).

At both wells, CO2 extends almost 1 m shallower than

predicted by the model, suggesting that a low-permeability

layer identified just above the perforations in both wells may

not be continuous, allowing CO2 to move upward into an

overlying sand. These findings are consistent with the large

sand-layer thickness inferred from the single-phase tracer

test, but only the CO2 injection provides specific information

about how this greater thickness may arise.

Reservoir saturation tool (RST) logs collected during the

injection period (Fig. 13, day 4 and day 10) reflect a

growing CO2 plume, with drainage occurring throughout

the plume, while those obtained during the subsequent rest

period reflect the trailing edge of a migrating CO2 plume,

where imbibition occurs. Simulations results for the 8-m

sand model for several values of Slr and m (important

during drainage, no effect during imbibition) and Sgrmax

(important during imbibition, no effect during drainage) are

shown in Fig. 13. Figure 13 shows the expected depen-

dence on Slr, m, and Sgrmax. During injection, as Slr in-

creases or m decreases, Sg decreases, as more brine is

bypassed rather than being displaced by the invading CO2,

whereas during the subsequent rest period, different values

of Slr and m have no impact on the Sg profiles. In contrast,

during injection Sgrmax has no impact on the Sg profiles,

whereas during the rest period the amount of CO2

remaining in the region around the wells decreases dra-

matically as Sgrmax is decreased.

The model trends as Slr, m, and Sgrmax vary appear

reasonable, and support the use of a small value of Slr, a

large value of m, and a large value of Sgrmax for modeling.

However, all model Sg values are significantly smaller than

the Sg values obtained from the RST logs, making it dif-

ficult to make quantitative decisions on the optimal values

of parameters. The model results represent the average Sg

over a 2-m wide grid block. An RST radius of influence

smaller than 1 m could therefore account for some of the

discrepancy, especially for the injection well, where con-

ditions can change sharply close to the well. Another

possibility is that the RST results include a significant

contribution from what is in the wellbore as opposed to

what is in the formation. The injection wellbore is certainly

expected to be CO2-filled during the injection period, and

U-tube data indicate that the wellbore becomes CO2-filled

shortly after the CO2 plume arrives at the observation well.

Crosswell seismic

Crosswell seismic data obtained using source and receiver

strings in the observation well and injection well, respec-

tively, were collected shortly before injection of CO2 and

again about 6 weeks after CO2 injection ended (Daley et al.

2007). P-wave velocity depends on gas saturation Sg, so a

difference tomogram of the seismic velocity before and

after CO2 injection provides an image of the free-phase

CO2 distribution in a vertical plane between the wells, as

shown in Fig. 14a. A rock physics model for seismic

velocity is needed to provide a quantitative relationship

between velocity change and Sg. Ideally such a model

would be site-specific, derived from core analysis and the

relationship between well-log measurements of seismic

velocity and well-log measurements of Sg, such as those

obtained from the RST. Unfortunately, not all the requisite

components for a rock physics model are available for the

Frio formation C sand. However, a rock physics model

calibrated to the Utsira Sand being used for the Sleipner

CO2 storage operation in the North Sea (Hoversten et al.

2003; Carcione et al. 2006) has been applied to the Frio

formation C-sand velocity changes. This modeling sug-

gests that 6 weeks after CO2 injection ended, Sg in the

vicinity of the injection well was approximately 20% and

Sg near the observation well was approximately 10%

(Daley et al. 2007). RST profiles collected during the CO2

injection period for each well are shown along the sides of

the tomogram, providing a consistency check on the seis-

mic inversion. The crosswell seismic tomogram shows

clearly that the inter-well region is heterogeneous, although

Fig. 14 a Crosswell seismic tomogram of the difference in P-wave

velocity before and after CO2 injection (Daley et al. 2007). b Modeled

CO2 distributions in the plane between the wells for the 8-m sand

model considering different values of Sgrmax. Note the different color

scales for each case. The single black contour line shows Sg = 0, an

indication of the historical maximum extent of the CO2 plume
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the resolution of the tomogram (1–5 m) precludes detailed

interpretation of specific features.

Plots of the spatial distribution of CO2 in the vertical

plane between the injection and observation wells are

shown in Fig. 14b for simulations using the 8-m sand

model and three values of Sgrmax. The model plume using

the literature values of Sgrmax (~0.2) matches the crosswell

seismic tomogram best, with Sg ~ 0.2 near the injection

well, and Sg decreasing and the plume becoming thinner as

distance from the well increases. For the case with half

Sgrmax, the shape of the CO2 plume is similar, but the

modeled Sg is too low everywhere, and close examination

shows that the maximum Sg does not occur at the injection

well, but has migrated away from it. For the case with zero

Sgrmax, the plume migration is extreme and clearly not

consistent with the field data. Hence, we infer that the

original values of Sgrmax ~ 0.2, which enable significant

CO2 mobility trapping, are optimal. The spatial distribution

of CO2 obtained with the 5.5-m sand model and Sgrmax ~
0.2 (not shown) is not dramatically different from that of

the 8-m sand model, but the CO2 plume is slightly thinner

due to greater buoyancy flow, and hence does not match

the seismic tomogram quite as well.

Vertical seismic profile

Vertical seismic profile (VSP) data were obtained by cre-

ating lines of explosions along the ground surface at three

azimuthal directions around the injection well (NW, N,

NE), and monitoring P-wave amplitude at the receiver

string deployed in the injection well (Daley et al. 2007).

VSP data were collected twice: once shortly before CO2

injection, then again about 6 weeks after CO2 injection

ended. Figure 15 shows the change in P-wave amplitude

before and after CO2 injection, plotted as a function of

offset from the injection well, for each direction, along

with the corresponding model results for the 8-m sand

model and three values of Sgrmax. The resolution of the VSP

data is about 10–30 m, whereas the model resolution varies

from 5 m close to the wells to more than 100 m for the

largest offsets shown. A quantitative relationship between

VSP change in amplitude and CO2 saturation is not known,

so the vertical axes of the plot are adjusted to align these

two quantities close to the injection well. For the usual

Sgrmax case, Fig. 15a shows good agreement between

model and VSP in the updip direction (N), but the VSP

indicates that the plume has moved farther than the model

has predicted to the NE and NW. In fact, the plume has

moved as far to the NW as it has to the N, suggesting that

either local updip direction is not true north, or there is

significant heterogeneity in the permeability distribution

beyond the immediate vicinity of the wells, or the planar

representation of a warped sand body becomes inaccurate

away from the wells. The non-smooth nature of the model

profiles far from the injection well indicates the need for a

more refined grid. Model results for the 5.5-m sand model

do not differ significantly from those for the 8-m sand

model.

For the half-Sgrmax case, the model shows a little too

much plume movement in the updip direction (N), while

for the zero-Sgrmax case, there is far too much plume

movement updip, so we infer that the original values of

Sgrmax ~ 0.2, which allow less CO2 to move updip, are

optimal. Note that the modeled extent of the plume to the

NE and NW is independent of Sgrmax. Unlike other post-

injection monitoring methods, VSP covers such a large

spatial extent that it encompasses the entire CO2 plume,

Fig. 15 VSP change in P-wave amplitude before and after CO2

injection (Daley et al. 2007) and model results for far-field CO2

distribution for the 8-m sand model considering different values of

Sgrmax
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both the trailing edge around the wells, where imbibition is

occurring, and the leading edge farther updip, where

drainage is still occurring long after injection ceases.

Hence, large-offset VSP results are also sensitive to

drainage-controlling parameters Slr and m. For a case with

Slr = 0.3 and m = 0.9, the leading edge of the CO2 plume is

about 10 m farther updip than is shown for the N profile in

Fig. 15a.

Discussion

The interrelation between traditional site characterization

and the CO2 injection and monitoring employed at the Frio

brine pilot proved very useful for analysis. For example,

the single-phase interference well test provided basic

information on hydrologic properties (permeability, com-

pressibility, near-by boundary effects) that greatly expe-

dited the more complicated multi-phase analysis required

for the pressure transients obtained during CO2 injection.

Additionally, longer monitoring of pressure transients

during CO2 injection enabled more distant boundaries to be

investigated.

In general, there is a natural progression of time scales

moving from traditional site characterization (one to several

days) to CO2 injection and rest (several weeks to months) to

monitoring during actual storage operations (many years)

that corresponds to a natural increase in the spatial scale of

the CO2 plume as it grows and moves. The range of spatial

scales investigated at the Frio brine pilot was large: a few

centimeters for core studies, tens of centimeters for well

logs, about 1 m for the RST, 30 m for crosswell seismic,

200 m for the VSP and interference-test pressure transients,

and over one km for the CO2-injection pressure transients.

The numerical modeling was valuable for integrating and

interpreting observations made on scales of a few meters

and greater. Comparison with smaller-scale observations

such as the injection-well pressure transients and RST

profiles indicated that a higher-resolution model would be

helpful for understanding near-wellbore effects. Another

potential model improvement would be to apply the auto-

mated inversion techniques that have been developed for

history matching (e.g., Finsterle 1999), to systematically

optimize the model parameters to fit the field observations,

instead of adjusting parameters by hand as was done here.

Automated inverse techniques are particularly valuable

when multiple parameters need to be estimated.

The information gleaned from CO2 injection and mon-

itoring can be broadly divided into two categories:

improvements to the Frio formation C sand model and

information on characteristic-curve parameters. Results in

the first category are by their nature site specific, but the

conditions that produce them, non-wetting phase CO2 with

a much lower density and viscosity than the native brine,

are ubiquitous. Results in the second category should also

be broadly applicable to other CO2 geologic storage sites in

saline formations.

Improvements to Frio formation C sand model

The fluorescein tracer test indicated that the high-perme-

ability sand through which most fluid travels from the

injection well to the observation well is 2.5-m thicker than

that inferred from well logs, but did not provide any spe-

cific information on how the thickening occurs. The RST

profiles for the injection well (Fig. 13a) suggest that the

CO2 plume extends almost 1 m above and several meters

below the perforated interval, which was chosen to match

the high-permeability zone identified in the well log

(Fig. 6b). The RST profile for the observation well

(Fig. 13b) confirms CO2 arrival about 1 m shallower than

predicted by the well logs, but because of buoyancy, no

CO2 arrives very far below the top of the high-permeability

layer. The crosswell seismic tomogram (Fig. 14a) shows a

CO2 plume that is about 7.5 m thick at the injection well

and thins toward the observation well. These findings

support the choice of the 8-m sand model over the 5.5 m

sand model. The next-generation model will increase per-

meability in the layers above the perforated interval as

well, either over the entire model or locally. Some evi-

dence for local variability is provided by the crosswell

seismic tomogram (Fig. 14a), which shows a change in the

character of the CO2 distribution about half-way between

the two wells.

The VSP data (Fig. 15) provide a powerful means of

examining the evolution of the CO2 plume beyond the

immediate vicinity of the wells. Despite matching the up-

dip migration adequately, the model fails to reproduce two

other features of the VSP data. First, the CO2 plume should

extend just as far to the NW as it does to the N, suggesting

a different local dip direction than currently employed by

the model. Second, the lateral extent of the modeled plume

is too small, suggesting a short-coming in the conceptual-

ization of geological structure (e.g., the local dip magni-

tude may be smaller, lateral permeability anisotropy could

exist, or the planar representation of a warped sand body

becomes inaccurate). Because plume migration is largely a

consequence of the buoyant flow of CO2, these features

would be difficult to ascertain from traditional site char-

acterization methods.

The model changes described in the preceding para-

graphs will improve on the current conceptual and

numerical models of the C sand, and presumably result in

improved matches to field data. However, there are other

model shortcomings for which no specific modification has

been envisioned. For example, it has not been possible so
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far to find a single model that accurately matches the entire

duration of the observation-well pressure transient for both

the interference test and the CO2 injection period. Although

there are uncertainties in operational parameters (e.g., the

mass injection rate during CO2 injection) that could ac-

count for some of the discrepancy, the present under-

standing of distant boundary conditions and multi-phase

flow effects is not yet complete.

Characteristic-curve parameters

During CO2 injection periods, the entire CO2 plume is

undergoing drainage; that is, the non-wetting phase CO2 is

displacing the wetting-phase brine. After injection ends,

the leading edge of a migrating CO2 plume continues to

drain, whereas the trailing edge of the plume is largely

undergoing imbibition as wetting-phase brine replaces non-

wetting-phase CO2. Ideally, monitoring should be designed

to cover both drainage and wetting processes, since they

are controlled by different parameters. The drainage pro-

cess, monitored at the Frio brine pilot via U-tube, early-

time pressure transients and RST profiles, and large-offset

VSP data, depends on Slr and m, but is not sensitive to

Sgrmax. In contrast, the wetting process is not very sensitive

to Slr and m but depends strongly on Sgrmax, thus late-time

pressure transients and RST profiles, the crosswell seismic

tomogram, and small-offset portions of the VSP data pro-

vide information on Sgrmax.

These studies strongly support the notion that even for

the very high-permeability Frio formation C sand

(>2,000 md), Sgrmax is well above zero, and even provides

evidence that the original Sgrmax ~ 0.2 is a better choice

than the halved value of Sgrmax ~ 0.1. The late-time RST

profiles, the crosswell seismic tomogram, and the VSP data

all show consistent results in this regard. Given the

importance of a large value of Sgrmax for trapping free-phase

CO2, and the fact that Sgrmax increases as permeability de-

creases, this is an important finding for the overall potential

for success of CO2 geologic storage. The results also sug-

gest that Slr is small, consistent with petroleum-literature

values (Holtz 2002). The U-tube results for CO2 arrival at

the observation well and pressure-transient analysis sup-

ports Slr = 0.15, whereas the early-time observation-well

RST suggests that Slr is even smaller. A small value of Slr

means the CO2 plume need not bypass so much liquid phase

and can form a more compact plume in the subsurface. As

one extrapolates from the very high permeabilities of the C

sand to moderate permeabilities that may be more typical

for CO2 storage, Slr is expected to increase.

Early in the CO2 injection period, the simultaneous

pressure observations in the injection well, which is sur-

rounded by a two-phase mixture of CO2 and brine, and the

observation well, which is still surrounded by brine,

potentially enable deconvolution of multi-phase flow ef-

fects, and improved determination of characteristic-curve

parameters Slr and m. Unfortunately, the present 3D

numerical model is far too coarse (2-m resolution) to

adequately resolve near-well effects at the injection well,

making such analysis problematic. Studies with a high-

resolution model are necessary. For short-time studies, one

may be able to increase efficiency by using an RZ model,

but for longer times, a 3D model is needed to represent the

interplay of heterogeneity, buoyancy, and multi-phase ef-

fects.

Recall that these characteristic-curve parameter values

are only meaningful in the context of the model in which

they are used. Here the vertical grid spacing is on the order

of 1 m and the lateral grid spacing in the vicinity of the

wells is about 5 m. Hence, that is the scale for which these

Sgrmax and Slr values are defined. They do not necessarily

describe the fraction of an individual pore containing

immobile gas or liquid, but rather the fraction of a meter-

scale grid block, which likely includes unresolved hetero-

geneity. Similarly, a single-layer model of the C sand,

which cannot resolve buoyancy flow to the top of the

formation, requires a larger value of Slr and a smaller value

of m to match CO2 arrival time and DP, to account for the

bypassing of brine in the lower portion of the sand (Benson

and Doughty 2006).

Concluding remarks

Well thought-out site characterization is essential for suc-

cessful geologic storage of CO2 because of the many

physical processes impacting CO2 plume evolution in the

subsurface. At the Frio brine pilot, site characterization

techniques such as geological mapping, geophysical

imaging, well logging, core analyses, hydraulic well test-

ing, and tracer testing were all valuable and formed the

basis of initial site assessment. However, only through the

injection and monitoring of CO2 could the impact of the

coupling between buoyancy flow, geologic heterogeneity,

and history-dependent multi-phase flow effects truly be

appreciated. Thus, the site-characterization process greatly

benefited from the addition of CO2 injection and moni-

toring. Moreover, development of a numerical model aided

in the synthesis of geological, hydrological, and geophys-

ical observations and provided a framework for under-

standing the coupled flow and transport processes

occurring in the CO2/brine system.

The advantages of using data collected during CO2

injection to refine reservoir models are numerous. The

obvious benefit of CO2 injection is to provide information

on multi-phase flow properties (primarily the residual

phase saturations, below which CO2 is trapped), which
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cannot be obtained from traditional site-characterization

techniques that examine single-phase conditions. Addi-

tionally, the low density and viscosity of CO2 compared to

brine causes the two components to flow through the

subsurface differently, potentially revealing distinct fea-

tures of the geology. Ultimately, to understand stored CO2

behavior in the subsurface, there is no substitute for

studying the movement of CO2 directly.

It is humbling that even for the small-scale, very well

studied, intensively monitored conditions of the research-

oriented Frio brine pilot, there are still uncertainties in data

interpretation. Even greater uncertainties are projected for

full-scale CO2 geologic storage projects, where economic

constraints will limit the availability of data generated

through expensive procedures such as tracer tests, fluid

sampling, and crosswell seismic. With only one or two

monitoring techniques it is generally not difficult to create a

model that can reproduce field observations, making it easy

to claim a full understanding of the geologic storage system.

As different types of observations are added, matching them

all becomes much more challenging, which may produce

the feeling that understating of the system has actually de-

creased. In reality, an appreciation of ones level of igno-

rance has increased, which is generally a good first step for

improving understanding. Despite the commercial pres-

sures attendant to full-scale CO2 geologic storage, it should

be recognized that the coupled flow and transport processes

that take place during CO2 geologic storage can produce

subtle and unintuitive effects that will affect the storage

efficiency of a reservoir. It is valuable to investigate as

many aspects of the system as possible, as embodied in the

iterative approach of traditional site characterization and

CO2 injection presented here, to minimize uncertainty in an

operational CO2 storage project.
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